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Call to Ac)on  
By now most companies and governments use the cloud infrastructure of three dominant 
U.S. providers—Amazon, Microsoft, and Google. Realization has set in that the widespread 
reliance on these “big tech” companies could pose a threat to the digital sovereignty of the 
European Union (EU) and its member states. At a time when cyberattacks are part and parcel 
of warfare and ever-increasing cybercrime, cyber resilience has become a cornerstone of our 
naIonal security, for which we largely depend upon on a few dominant commercial players, 
even in Imes of war. The complexity of their cloud-based infrastructure is such that very few 
European enterprises and public services sIll “have” the experIse and means to protect 
themselves, the rest of them “have not”. This is creaIng huge social, economic, and 
geographic dispariIes. GeneraIve AI systems (like ChatGPT), which are bolted onto their 
exisIng products (like MicrosoM 365 Copilot), are already significantly acceleraIng this 
dependence. EU policy iniIaIves to curb the market powers of big tech seem to be having 
liSle effect on diminishing this reliance.  

In this arIcle we offer a counterintuiIve soluIon. Given the pervasiveness and impact of cyber 
threats, we consider any form of EU digital sovereignty impossible without leveraging the 
scale of big tech as an opportunity.  Rather than trying to curb their powers, we call upon big 
tech to use their massive infrastructure and their insight on cyber threat actors and their 
modus operandi to improve cybersecurity worldwide by implemenCng baseline security 
controls as a default. We encourage them to show strong leadership and corporate 
responsibility and (re)configure their infrastructure and tools in such a way that the 
organizaIons using them are protected and their resilience is safeguarded. In turn, we call on 
the EU and U.S. governments to convene with big tech to facilitate a self-regulatory discussion 
on this goal, without the risk of violaIng anItrust and other applicable laws.  

1. EU’s digital sovereignty 
The EU is feeling the threat of what is coined as digital colonialism of the U.S. and China,1 
where the EU member states are increasingly dependent on digital infrastructures that are in 
the hands of only a few foreign commercial players. The digital idenIty of most European 
ciIzens depends on their foreign email addresses and a staggering 92% of European data 
resides in the clouds of U.S. technology companies.2 Besides supply chain dependencies, these 
companies operate proprietary ecosystems, which offer limited interoperability and 
portability of data and applicaIons, resulIng in EU data being locked in and having limited 
value for EU innovaIon.3 Foreign social media plaZorms are increasingly defining the rules of 
the game of European democracies, due to their lack of measures to combat misinformaIon, 

“We must have mastery and ownership of key technologies in Europe. These include quantum 
compu<ng, ar<ficial intelligence, blockchain, and cri<cal chip technologies. (. . .) We need 
infrastructure fit for the future, with common standards, gigabit networks, and secure clouds of 
both current and next genera<ons.” 
 
Ursula von der Leyen, inaugural speech as president-elect of the European Commission (2019) 
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fake news, and poliIcal influence (oMen pushed by hosIle states) on their plaZorms.4 By now, 
the realizaIon has set in that Europe’s digital dependencies are so great that the digital 
sovereignty5 of the EU and its member states is at risk. The fears are jusIfied, EU sovereignty 
(and the sovereignty of any state around the world for that maSer) is under pressure due to 
a combinaIon of disrupIve digital transformaIon (with winner-takes-all suppliers), 
exponenIal growth of cyberaSacks (in which smaller countries and non-state actors now also 
enter the global baSlefield),6 and rising geopoliIcal tensions.7 Where at first digital 
sovereignty was discussed in the context of cybersecurity, military, and defense, the discussion 
now extends to concerns about the economy and society at large. The ulImate challenge is 
how the EU and its member states can retain control over their economies (essenIal 
economic ecosystems), their democracies, and the rule of law (trust in their legal system and 
the quality of their democraIc decision-making).8   

The sovereignty concerns have led to a U-turn in EU policy. UnIl as recently as 2017, Europe 
was very much in favor of the open liberal market economy and EU research had to be open 
to the world,9 but now restoring Europe’s digital sovereignty is a core ambiIon of the 
European Commission (EC). This is proving difficult to achieve at a Ime when digital 
technologies have become the baSleground for the race for global leadership between the 
U.S. and China (aka the tech cold war).  The EU increasingly finds itself the piggy in the middle 
in a bipolar world. Both the U.S. and China have chosen the route of tech protec8onism, 
regularly drawing the na8onal security card to jusIfy addressing criIcal supply chain issues 
(exposed by the pandemic) by bringing manufacturing back to their countries, imposing 
stricter export controls of criIcal technologies, prior screening of any supply of informaIon 
and communicaIons technology (ICT) for involvement of foreign adversaries, and stepping up 
screening foreign direct investments into their countries. These protecIonist measures affect 
the EU as well. If all ICT supply to the U.S. is screened for Chinese involvement (and vice versa), 
the EU will need to reconsider its own supply chain as well to maintain access to overseas 
markets. 

Concerns of the superpowers go beyond ICT supply chain dependencies and extend to 
concerns about what their adversaries can do with the data of their companies and ciIzens. 
Both the U.S. and China consider access to each other’s data a maSer of naIonal security 
(data as a weapon),10 resulIng in bans on the export of important data outside their 
territories. Where data exchange by the EU is increasingly becoming a one-way street, the EU 
is also reconsidering its opIons.   

To address the dependencies, the EU has issued a suite of policy measures to increase cyber 
resilience of criIcal infrastructures and services in Europe,11 secng up its own producIon of 
criIcal technologies, like semiconductor chips, in the proposed Chips Act,12 regulaIng the 
market power of gatekeepers providing core plaZorm services (such as search engines, social 
networks, video sharing, and cloud compuIng services) in the Digital Markets Act,13 regulaIng 
large online plaZorms to decrease the spreading of illegal content, misinformaIon, and 
targeted adverIsing pracIces with the Digital Services Act,14 and regulate arIficial intelligence 
in the proposed AI Act.15  

However, realizaIon has set in that these policy measures are not sufficient. On October 3, 
2023, the European Commission issued an urgent RecommendaIon calling for a further risk 
assessment on four criIcal technology areas for the EU’s economic security. One of the criIcal 
areas is AI and cloud compu8ng infrastructures, “as these have the highest likelihood of 
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immediate risks related to technology security and technology leakage, having a wide range 
of dual-use applicaIons.”16 

2. Reali6es of war 
The European Commission is right in calling for such risk assessment. The war in Ukraine has 
shown that hybrid war and large-scale disinformaIon are a reality.17 Never before has cyber 
been used in such a prominent manner, closely synchronized with physical war.18 And there is 
evidence that state-sponsored groups have posiIoned malware in criIcal western 
infrastructures in preparaIon for potenIal future conflicts.19  

The reality is also that big tech plays an important role in cyber defense, protecIng enIre 
countries, such as Ukraine,20 by blocking destrucIve cyber-aSacks, increasing resilience by 
moving systems into cloud environments, and enabling internet communicaIon by satellite.21 
It requires liSle imaginaIon to understand what the impact could have been on the baSlefield 
if big tech would not have stepped in to miIgate the adversarial cyber operaIons. 

The intervenIons by big tech in Ukraine and other areas are commendable. But they also 
demonstrate socieIes’ strategic dependence on the goodwill of these providers, and the 
organizaIons’ risk tolerance at any given moment in Ime, as demonstrated by the decision to 
switch off satellite-based communicaIons during acIve combat in Ukraine.22 The merits of 
this decision are not the point here, but rather the decision highlights the dependencies on 
private companies, even in Imes of war. 

3. Increasing cyber crime 
An important dimension of digital sovereignty is the cyber resilience of its criIcal sectors, 
processes, and data. The ever-increasing cybersecurity threats undermine digital sovereignty. 
Economic losses are growing by 15% per year, reaching an esImated 8 trillion USD in 2023.23 
The concerns extend to the enIre spectrum of direct threats to the economy by blackmailing 
and disrupIng businesses (“ransomware aSacks”) and systemaIc theM of intellectual 
property from knowledge-intensive industries (“economic espionage”). 

It is apparent that even crimeware gangs have become professionalized by providing 
ransomware-as-a-service and more difficult to stop by the average organizaIon. Law 
enforcement and other public acIons have not decreased the impacts of cybercrime.24 There 
is no reason to assume this will change any Ime soon. 

4. Complexity of IT infrastructure is beyond customers’ comprehension 
The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered a massive move of IT infrastructure and data into the 
cloud, with people increasingly working from home or in a hybrid fashion.25 The distributed 
infrastructure offers many advantages in terms of availability and scalability, but the technical 
complexity of configuring and securing it are beyond the capacity of many of its customers, 
even mature ones. Most organizaIons struggle to grasp the central role of their data assets 
and IT infrastructure. As a result, most organizaIons are not well protected and will not be in 
the future, regardless of any cyber regulaIons that are being put in place to improve cyber 
resilience.  

The complexity and scale of the current and future infrastructures will exacerbate the social 
and geographic disparity between the few elite organizaIons that have the capacity, skills, and 
resources to adopt these new capabiliIes in a safe manner and those that have not. And a 
“no-IT” or “no-data” situaIon is not an opIon any more. 
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5. 2023, the year AI broke through the roof 
In 2022, the world entered into a new AI era exemplified by the public launch of ChatGPT. 
Rarely has any technology been adopted so quickly and so massively.  

 
Adop%on of ChatGPT, credit Kyle Hailey 

But, more importantly, in 2023, AI has seen massive producIzaIon in all aspects of the 
economy and society, revoluIonizing enIre industrial sectors and forcing numerous 
workforce sectors to adapt or expire.26 The broad adopIon of AI and the incorporaIon of the 
new AI tools into the exisIng products and services of big tech are also making us ever more 
reliant on big tech. Like the office automaIon revoluIon in the eighIes, internet in the 
nineIes, and handheld devices in the beginning of the 21st century, AI has become embedded 
in our everyday needs, including our personal life (e.g., personal assistants, leisure 
recommendaIons, photography improvements, and idenIty controls), societal, or health- or 
business-related needs, and the next generaIon will not understand how we could have lived 
without AI.  

6. 2023, the year that big tech confirmed its monopolis6c traits 
The IT market is dominated by a limited number of non-EU corporaIons. The top three cloud 
providers—Amazon, MicrosoM, and Google—account for two-thirds of the worldwide 
market.27 In office automaIon soMware, MicrosoM and, to a lesser extent, Google are 
dominant.  

Dominant players have a tendency to conInue to solidify their posiIons, expanding their 
ecosystem by integraIng new funcIonaliIes (such as cybersecurity and data analysis tooling) 
into their services, which will only increase vendor lock in.28 They are also able to aSract the 
best talent worldwide and have almost inexhausIble access to capital. They conInuously 
monitor innovaIons and start-ups, which they take over at an early stage and integrate into 
their own offerings, and also aggressively compete and aSempt to influence regulaIon.  

We can see this happening in the AI space as well. MicrosoM made its biggest investment ever 
in January 2023, with US$10 billion in OpenAI. Amazon and Google commiSed to invest US$4 
billion and US$2 billion, respecIvely, in Anthropic, OpenAI’s compeItor. These same 
companies—MicrosoM, Amazon, and Google—are massively scaling up their cloud 
infrastructures to execute their AI workloads,29 and are also invesIng in custom AI chips to 
keep up with expected demand.30 There is liSle doubt that these huge investments will 
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increase the dominance of the main big tech players. As a case in point, these amounts alone 
dwarf all AI investments in the EU.  

In the meanIme, AI is being bolted onto exisIng products such as search (Bing Chat, Google 
SGE), office automaIon (MicrosoM 365 Copilot, Duet AI for Google Workspace), security tools 
(Security Copilot), and tools generaIng AI applicaIons and agents (Amazon Bedrock), 
potenIally resulIng in massive improvements in producIvity, but also increased dependence. 

7. Big tech has the means to improve cybersecurity and resilience at scale 
The large footprint of the big tech providers and the massive move of IT infrastructure and 
data into the cloud creates important opportuniIes for cybersecurity and resilience at scale. 
Big tech has the capacity, the skills, and the resources to (re)configure infrastructure and tools 
in such a way that the organizaIons using it are protected and their resilience is safeguarded.  

It should be feasible to define secure configuraIons and implement them as defaults, rather 
than as opIons which must be turned on by customers, or available at a premium. It should 
be the other way around; secure configuraIons and premium opIons should be the default 
(and included in the base pricing) and less secure variants should be opIonal.  

In technical terms, one can think of examples like automated patching, implementaIon of 
mulI-factor authenIcaIon or passwordless-systems, limited privilege enforcement, 
applicaIon whitelisIng, data encrypIon, secure backups, endpoint protecIon, event 
detecIon, sandboxing email aSachments, enforcement of DMARC (Domain-based Message 
AuthenIcaIon, ReporIng and Conformance) and strong TLS (Transport Layer Security) 
protocols, data provenance, and governance enforcement, etc.  

Furthermore, the main cloud providers have a very extensive visibility (“telemetry”) on the 
adversary infrastructure and modus operandi, allowing them to block communicaIons to 
dangerous places or to trigger detecIon alerts. Some of this telemetry is already deployed in 
browsers,31 leaked credenIal detecIons,32 or blocking IP addresses.33  

MicrosoM (Azure Security Center,34 MicrosoM Secure Future IniIaIve),35 Google (Security 
foundaIons blueprint),36 and Amazon (AWS Startup Security Baseline,37 AWS Cloud Security)38 
have already worked on laudable efforts to create tools which could help to secure 
organizaIons by covering many of these elements. However, these efforts are not 
comprehensive, not widely known, and hard to understand for less mature organizaIons.  

8. Our proposal 
In the current situaIon most organizaIons struggle with adopIng technology and ensuring 
proper protecIon, while big tech has the means to protect at scale but has not fully 
implemented all security features. We issue a call to acIon to big tech to voluntary agree to 
use their strategic advantage from their infrastructure, insights, and tooling to protect the 
whole of their user base, using best efforts. We believe it makes sense from the perspecIve 
of MicrosoM, Amazon, Google, to look at the world as an enterprise to be protected and apply 
the same principles one would use in enterprise cybersecurity and resilience but doing it at 
scale, including by using key controls and metrics39.  

This protecIon would require the vendors to go above and beyond product and service 
security. Taking inspiraIon from cybersecurity frameworks, implemenIng the key controls 
that would make the most impact, and updaIng those controls across the board whenever 
the threat landscape requires,40 at scale, and for every user worldwide. We believe that 
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baseline IT security and resilience should be part of products and services like clean water 
from the tap or stable electricity from the wall socket.  

A holisIc and integrated cybersecurity approach is required and should be offered as the 
default opIon. Advancements in AI will conInue to make these opportuniIes easier to 
convert into reality. But leadership and vision are required to make it happen, including 
convening the powers of our governments to facilitate self-regulatory discussions, without the 
risks of violaIng anItrust and other laws.  

9. Drawbacks of our proposal 
Improving the protecIon of the worldwide IT infrastructure generally may equally benefit 
cyber criminals and state actors alike. We believe that the benefits of protecIng the 
community outweigh this drawback. In addiIon, one can assume that sophisIcated 
adversaries are already deploying a more mature protecIon of their infrastructure and the 
proposal we make would not provide a significant benefit to them.  

Big tech may react by indicaIng that our proposal would negaIvely influence their boSom 
and top lines by increasing cost (defining and deploying controls) and reducing revenues (less 
sales of opIonal security products). This will inevitably be balanced by customers contribuIng 
to the addiIonal cost of deploying baseline security across the board. We believe that the 
benefits of our proposal far outweigh the addiIonal costs of deploying it. 

Big tech may be afraid of legal consequences in case the proposed protecIon at scale would 
sIll not be perfect. This “imperfect” protecIon is a situaIon to be expected, but it will be, in 
any case, a beSer situaIon than the current one. We call on the EU and U.S. governments to 
convene the big tech companies to facilitate a self-regulatory discussion. We further 
recommend accompanying the resulIng voluntary commitments by big tech, with 
accompanying measures from the public side to provide legal and regulatory protecIon based 
on demonstrated efforts and achieved results. 

ImplemenIng our proposal may lead to the percepIon that our dependency on big tech will 
only increase, since our cybersecurity will depend on them. This consideraIon needs to be 
put in the balance with respect to the expected increase in cyber resilience across the whole 
of the economy and society. We believe that the threats and their potenIal impact are 
becoming too large to conInue with our tradiIonal approaches to miIgate them.  

Finally, the big tech companies may see their responsible behavior as a jusIficaIon for 
conInuing monopolisIc behavior leading to a sense of immunity against compeIIon law. We 
expect this narraIve to regularly appear in conversaIons but would recommend that both big 
tech and the regulators not fall in this trap and pursue responsible behavior.  

10. Concluding words 
The dominance of big tech and our strategic dependence are creaIng an uncomfortable 
situaIon, even more so because our infrastructure is complex and beyond the understanding 
of most organizaIons. With our proposal, we intend to contribute construcIve and realisIc 
soluIons to make the best of this situaIon and turn it into an opportunity to make the world 
cyber resilient for all, including the digital “have nots.”   

 
* Freddy Dezeure is an independent strategic advisor and the former head of the EU’s Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-EU); Lokke 
Moerel is a professor of Global ICT Law at Tilburg University, a member of the Dutch Cyber Security Council, and the chair of the Netherlands 
AtlanXc AssociaXon; George Webster is the CEO of a stealth startup and the former Chief Security Architect at HSBC. The introducXon draws 
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